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This study was undertaken to determine the relative importance of the
things which a soldier must recognize in combat and the means which men in
combat actually use to detect, locate, and identify targets. Different ways
in which men have been trained for recognition recqirements have been evaluated
and. recommendations made for the improvement of training. The judgments and
reeommendations reported are based on interviews with combat veterans of
Infsntry, Airborne Infantry, Field Artillery, Armor, and Antiaircraft Artillery
in World War II and Korea.

Important among the results of this survey is the finding that Army recog-
nition training has emphasized tanks and aircraft and neglected such targets
as personnel and ground weapons. Primary dependence in training has been upon
vision. Training has taken little note of the other sensory clues men actually
use in combat - especially sound, the tactical employment of weapons, and the
disposition of personnel.

The operational requirement is often to recognize moving targets; but
training aids do not usually show targets in motion.

Most of the time now alloted to recognition training is in the early part
.f the individual's Army career. This has three disadvantages: (1) other
trainirn demands interfere with efficient recognition training; (2) recogni-
tion training is remote from the trainee's use of it; (3) too much material
is crowded into each training session and the sessions are too close together.
For these three reasons, much of the training is forgotten before troops reach
battle or maneuver areas.

The most important ways to improve recognition trainin- are:

1. Place greater emphasis on personnel and ground weapons.
2. Include training in recognizing sounds of weapons.
3- Include the tactics and employment of weapons by our own and other

forces.
4. Provide training aids which show targets in motion.
5. Spread recognition training throughout Army training cycles, rather

than concentrating the time alloted to the early stages of training.
?arly training should be general and stress only major targets.
Specific targets and their employment should be taught later in the
training cycle and integrated with other training.
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INTRODUOTION AND SUMMANY

For effective performance in combat, a soldier must be able to

recognise (detect, locate, and identify) a target (any enemy object or person

about which a decision must be made), so that he can take appropriate action

himself, or can pass along information to others which will guide them to

appropriate action.

This is a report of the requirements for effective military

recognition, based on:

available relevant training material

interviews with instructors in recognition
training

interviews with combat-experienced enlisted
men and officers

and

the judgment of investigators who are exper-
ienced in the application v: p-jychology to
learning and training.

The study was undertaken in order to evaluate recent and current

Army recognition training, to find out how that training relates to the

means by which soldiers actually recognize targets in coxbat, and to make

recommendations for improvement in training.

The recommendations (Section III) are a combination of conclu-

sions drawn from experience in combat (Section II) and the opinions of the

investigators. Scientific techniques were used in gathering, analyzing,

and interpreting data which has a bearing on Army recognition training.,

The study did not, however, extend to experimental research designed to
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provide final answers to specific problems.

Recognition, in this report, is restricted to that made by direct

observation without the use of mechanical aids, such as radar. It is that

recognition which is possible to a man through the use of his ability to see,

hear, touch and smell. One of the important conclusions of this investiga-

tion is that in spite of the increasing number of mechanical devices by

which recognition can be assisted, there is a continuing vital need for the

individual to be able to rely on his own capacities. Men can and have

learned recognition the hard way. They have taught one another. Zven when

it was inefficient to pool their recognition skills, they have done so

because they had to.

This study found that men need not only planned training in

recognition, but a different and more extended kind of training, if combat

performance is to be improved.

Men who had served in combat, with Infantry, Airborne Infantry,

Yield Artillery, Armored Forces, and Anti-Aircraft Artillery, in all the

theatres of World War II and in Korea (Jig. 0.1), cooperated, through

iatensive interviews, in arriving at the operational requirements for rc-og-

nition.

They were asked the following questions:

"Vhat are the important targets o? classes of
objects for the man in combat to recognize?"

"Vhat is the relative importance of these
targets?"

"How have you, through training and combat
Qexperience learned to recognize these targets

successfully?"
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Before recommendations were made for changes and improvements in

recognition training, the reoties obtained through thama intar-4ai- 4A

analyed and compared with requirements recently or presently set forth in

Vraining programs. Amy personnel assigned to conducting training programs

were interviewed. A review was made of manuals for instructors and for

enlisted men, and of manuals int6nded for all personnel on tanks and air-

craft recognition.

The opinion of the investigators, based on the above sources,

which are given in brief in the following pages, is that present training

programs are inadequate. Most of thea' exist only on paper. Zven if they

were in operation, they should be altered in scope, kind and emphasis.

The number of targets covered in training should be increased;

other targets than those which have been emphasized should receive major

attention; teaching methods more likely to be effective should be adopted

(many men did not recall having had any recogniion training); training

In recognition should be extended to include the use of hearing as well as

sight; it should continue beyond the basic training period throughout a

soldier's whole Army training, and every effort should be made to make it

as realistic as possible.

Some of the conclusions and recommendations which follow will

undoubtedly seem obvious to one group or another of those interested in

recognition training. It will be no surprise, for instance, to the man

who has seen combat, to learn that research shows that the enemy soldier,

singly or in a group, is the target which soldiers consider to be by far

the most important. In spite of a high degree of mechanization in war-

fare, the need to be able to recognize the enemy human target is still

3.



paramount. Nor does anyone need to tell a man who has had to recognirs a Ger-

man machinn gr za h& myuld vot% see- 4.km4. 4*fm ~*~~i

r is a "factor in rocogniti+•n,. and that what he hears in combat is very impor-

tant. He may have had to act entirely on what he heard. Those who came over

a ridge in $icily to be shot at by machine guns the enemy had placed just

ovar the crest, know how vital it is to recognize the tactics employed by a

3pecific enemy in a specific locality.

Those familiar with psychological principles of learning are not

surprised to discover that the attempt to give a large amount of information

during a short period of training resulted, in most cases, in men's learning

aad retaining too little to be of use to them when they needed it.

It would appear that when recognition training programs were

devised, some of the targets were overlooked through sheer familiarity. It

would appear also that, on occasion, the seal of the trainers has so far

outstripped the ability of the trainees to absorb the material, that the

concentration of information has produced digestion, and practically no per-

manent learnizg.

It is obvious that no matter how much and how fast and how

eagerly a man learns in combat, it is wasteful, by any standards, not to

have given him the sort of advance training which would have removed his

necessity to depend on trial and error.

However obvious any of the factors in recognition training may

seem to various groups, in this report none of them has been taken for

granted, either in reporting the requirements for recognition, or in making

recommendations.



In determining the requirements (Section II), it was concluded

tht:

,argets may be divided, with respect to importance,
into two classes, which may be regarded for purposes
of discussion as either major or minor;

the kinds of major targets are relatively few;

personnel is the target of greatest importance;

the importance of a target depends upon the type of
duty which is performed by a particular unit;

sounds, tactics, and sometimes smells are important
characteristics of targets leading to recognition;

enlisted men and officers are in substantial agree-
ment on the main points involved in recognition;

whatever training has been and is being given in
recognition is inadequate;

men who have been in combat recommend especially
that conditions under which training take. place
should resemble actual conflict as much as possible,
and that this training should preferably employ
simulated battle experience, including *enemy*
demonstration teams, combat films, and demonstrations
of enemy equipment, and that it should emphasize
recognition through hearing as well as seeing.

On the basis of these findings and what is known about lear.ing

and retention, recommendations (Section III) are made for:

a general plan for Army recognition training;

the four phases of training under this plan;

the targets which should be covered by each of
the branches of service;

the methods and devices to be used at each phase;

the estimated time and material organization;

those who should receive special training in
recognition, and suggestions for that trainiog.

5.



The reco-wended tremining progrrn- btgina vLWith f6a'c t or; 0 0 M a tur 1

Away and'Ito, a becomes increasingly specific both in terms of branches

r• of service and the targets of particular importance to them, and in terms of

proximity to actual combat.

The following is a brief outline:

BASIC TRAINING

Orientation on the importance of recognition training,
and general training on the major targets for all Army
personnel; personnel, tanks, automatic weapons and
mortars, and aircraft.

Recommended methods motion pictures with sound,
including combat films, com-
bined with lecture and
discussion.

Istimated time: 4 to 6 hours

UNIT TRAINING

Training dealing more specifically with those targets
of particular importance to the branch of service,
covering both enemy and friendly standard, basic equip-
ment, and their customary employment.

Targets to be emphasized in decreasing order of impor-
tance, according to the branch of service:

InfantEZ and Airborne Infantra: personnel, automatic
weapons and mortars, tanks, and aircraft.

mZ§.jo" personnel, tanks and anti-tank g*us,
and automatic weapons and mortars.

7ield ArtIlle : personnel, artillery, automatic
weapons and mortars, and tanks.

Aati-Aircraft Unils: aircraft, personnel, arl tanks.

Recommended method: field training, demonstration teams,
demonstrations of equipment,; combat
films and sound recordings, with
lectures and discussion.

17 , 1 _



f11timated time: 20 to 40 one-hour periods at a rate
of two periods a week, from one-half
to two-thirds to be combined with
other training in the field.

ONMUNICATIONS Z0 TRAINING

TrainIng in tact cs, weapons and equipment, both enemy
and friendly, used in the particular theatre of opera-
tions. Refresher course on preceding training.

Recommended method for all uits: field experience and
demonstration of enemy tactics and equipment. Continued
-oe of motion pictures and sound recordings, if possible,
with lectures and discussion. Provision for men to
familiarize themselves with captured enemy equipment.

Estimated time: 5 to 20 hours, per 6 months in the Com-
munications Zone, about half to be given
in the field..

COMmA Z03

Training in the important variations in friendly and
enemy tactics and equipment used in the local combat area.

Recommended method: Any consistent method which conveys
the information needed about local
tactics and targets.

Estimated time: 1 to 5 hours, depending on the situation.

It is recommended that men vho perform such functions as the

following, be given additional training during the Unit Training phase.

Infantry and Airborne Infantry

All line company and sealler unit officers, all line
non-commissioned officers. Members of Intelligence and
Reconnaissance platoons.

Armored Forces

Tank commanders, section leaders, and company officers

lield Artillery

All janior officers. Enlisted members of the Forward
Observer's party.

7.



W1:gMrct Ari~ller

Members of gun crews and lookouts or spotters.

2stimated time for specialists' additional training:
20 to 40 hours.

The investigators suggest the advisability of keeping in mind

several pertinent considerations when recognition training programs are

revised.

Recognition training, like that for other skills, should be

spread throughout a soldier's career, beginning with the general and pro-

ceeding to the specific by gradual steps. lests should be given period-

ically.

Xotivation on the part of trainers and trainees is likely to

be increased if as many as possible of the men who teach recognition have

had combat experience.

In subjects of this sort, that is, those not learned simply by

memorizin4g#, recent experiments in teaching have shown that individuals

best learn, understand, and retain what they learn, when teaching methods

and devices create a feeling of reality, and when the individuals parti-

cipate. People learn best by doing.

Audio-visual devices, such as motion pictures with sound,

stimulate a feeling of actuality. (It may be feasi)e, before long, to

use television, particularly kinescc-ic recordings of programs which

combine "live* demonstrations with interpolated film, in at least early

stages of training.)

Motion pictures of combat, or simulated combat, should be of

especial value.

8.



Sound recordings also help create a feeling of reality. In addi-

tion9 since much recognition takes place at nighto or at such a distance

that visual characteristics are not a factor, sounds are important in recog-

nition. The most readily identified, perhaps the only distinguishing char-

acteristic of a target, may be the sound it makes. This kind of aid should

be particularly useful in aircraft and automatic weapons recognition trairhingo

It might well be extended to other important recognition sounds, such as those

of tank engines and incoming and outgoing artillery projectiles.

Recognition training in combination with field exercises, is a

practica: way of facilitating learning through doing. This idea could be

carried further to make recognition training part of simulated maneuvers with

an "enemy." Although the present "Aggressorl forces may be intended for

this purpose, they were criticized for using American, rather than enemy,

tactics and equipment. 1 Competitive maneuvers without differing uniforms,

equipment and tactics may provide a realistic combat training situation, but

they have a distinct drawback so far as recognition training is concerned.

In conclusion, those who prepared this report believe that the

preferred instructors, training material, and methods are those which

encourage a man to imagine that he is in combat, and stimulate him to think

and talk about recognition problems as being of vital importance to him

and his companions in combat.,

They feel that with the program they recommend, basic training

in recognition will have achieved its minimum purpose if it arouses a man's

1 See Y1 30-102 - ggreua= Military lorces

7K 30-103 - Order of Battle
3W 30-104 - Representation, Operation, and Equipment

9,



interest in recognition and his desire to learn more, and provides him with

a general understanding of how the four principal targets are involved in

combat.

At each succseding etage, he should acquire not only further

facts about each of the targets, but a more definite understanding of how

their use varies depend!xg on where and how hia unit and he are employed.

7inally. in combat, he should be able, through his own senses,

to identify the human enemy, his equipment and tactics, and act accord-.

ingly.

10.
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1I

THE SURVYU

Operational Dequiresents for Recognition
Methods and Devices
Sgestions Based on Training and Uperience

The entire study was undertaken to determine the requirements for

recognition of Army targets in combat, and having deterined thea, to recom-

mend, improvements in recognition training,

In determining the operational requirements, two ki.nds of informa-

tion were used: that contained in relevant scientific and mil.itary research

reports, and that obtained from intensive interviews.

Both officers and enlisted men who had had combat experience in

either World War II, or Korea, or both, were interviewed, in order to arrive

at the otor-all operational requirements for recognition. One hundred and

twenty-three Army officers and 155 Army enlisted men were interviewed between

August 15, 1951 and November 1, 1951.

To learn what is actually being covered in current recognition

training (as well as what is indicated on paper) authorities at Army, Navy

and Marine installations, and from two to five instructpWa at each of five

Army posts were also interviewed.

Three men at a time, either officers or enlisted men, but not

both at once, were intensively interviewed for periods lasting from one to

two hours. The sessions were !.scorded in their entirety by means of a

11.
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magnetic tape recorder* and were later analyzed and classified by a specially

trained team of analysts. The importance of each topic was measured by the

frequency with ihich it was mentioned duAring interviews. (For a complete

description of methodology, see Technical Appendix, Section IT).

Special requirements for different branches of the service were

determined through the selection for interview of men who represent the fol-

lowing branches:

Infantry
Airborne Infantry
Armored Forces
Field Artillery
Anti-Aircraft Units

Before each session, the interviewers explained that the inform-

ation resulting from the interviews was intended to help clarify recogni-

tion requirements, and was to be used in making recommendations for training,

The men kept these two purposes in mind as they cooperated in supplying

information and suggestions.

Words were given certain definitions, as follows, for the sake

of uniformity and ready communication between those interviewing and those

being interviewed:

Tarwet: Any object or person about which a
deoisitn must be made relative to

•l*ifbat action.

• XReaThe processes of Odetectings "looat-
ing, or "identifying" any target.

o iT The initial awareness of a target, as
yet unidentified, in a general loca-
tion. "Detection" indicates an alert-
ing function, and, in the language of
the men, is "spotting."

Specifying the position of the target
in space, with or without identifying
the target.

12.



Identifipation: Specifying the characteristics of the

appropriate combat action. The degree
of specificity may range from distin-
guishing friend from enemy, to indicat-
ing the structural or performance char-
acteristics of the target in considerable
detail.

The men experienced in combat were asked these questions:

*What target were you called upon to recog-
nise in comrntt"

"Vhat was the relative importance of these
targets to you?"

"How had you, through training and experience,
learned to recognize these targets success-
fully?"

Their replies have been grouped to provide answers relating to

three main questions: 1. "What are the important targets for Army units?"

and 2. "0y what characteristics and through the use of what faculties are

targets recognized?" and 3. "How have men been trained to recognize targets,

and what are their suggestions?"

A number of general conclusions emerge from the data presented in

the following pages of this section of the report. They are that:

targets may be divided, with respect to importance, into
two classes which may be regarded operationally as either
major or minor;

the kinds of major targets are relatively few;

the importance of a target depends upon the type of duty
which in performed by a particular unit;

sounds tactics and smells are important characteristics
leading to recognition;

enlisted men and officers were in substantial agreement
on the main points involved in a discussion of recognition;

13.



been adequate;

men who have been in combat recommend especially that
conditions under which training takes place should
resemble actual conflict as much as possible, and that
this training should preferably employ simulated battle
experience, combat films, and demonstrations of enemy
equipment, and that it should emphasize recognition
through hearing as well as seeing.

1. What are the important tarxets for Army units?

A. Any targets which received more than 15% of the total number

of mentions were classified as major. Targets receiving less were

considered minor. (Any target, it must be remembered, however, may

be either major or minor, depending on specific combat circum-

stances.)

7or the total Army sample, the major targets in decreasing

order of importance ares personnel,, tanks, mortars and automatic

weapons, and aircraft (Pig. 1.0). The variation between the rank-

ing by enlisted men and that by officers was so slight as to be

negligible.

(1) E U I

Personnel, as can be readily seen (Fig 1.0 and 1.1)
received the largest percentage of mentions, and
thus was of greatest importance for correct identi-
fication. Personnel may be one enemy soldier or a
group of soldiers.

It was found that personnel was the target of first
importance, regardless of the theatre of combat in
World War II (whether Pacific, zuropean or Mediter-
ranean), and continues to be first in the Korean
conflict.

14.
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The fact that personnel was considered by far the
most important target i3 considered to be one of
the major findings of this study, particularly in
view of the reports by the men interviewed, that
whatever training they had received had emphasized
planes and tanks.

(2) Taks

Tanks ranked second. However, the difference in
percentages between number of mentions of tanks
and of the next class of targets, mortars and auto-
matic weapons, is so slight as to make this an
arbitrary rating•

(3) Mortars Ma4 Automatic Vosons

Mortars and automatic weapons received a higher
percentage of mentions from Infantry and Airborne
units than from other Army units, as might be
expected.

The primary problem with respect to these weapons
is that of l rather than jd ji the
target, as will be seen in the next topic (iI. (2)),
which deals with the means by which targets are
identified.

(4i) Aircraft

Although aircraft ranked fourth in the general order
of targets, anti-aircraft units considered aircraft
to be their most important class of targets, as
might also be expected. It was the frequent men-
tion of aircraft by these units which resulted in
their being included among the four major targets.
For other Army units, aircraft were a minor target
in terms of receiving less than 15% mention.

B. As may be inferred from the foregoing, it was found that the

importance of targets varied depending on the branch of service.

The data was therefore analyzed further to determine the relative

importance of targets for different Army units.

15.



(1) Infintry and Airborne Infantry

The rating of target importance by veterans who have
served in these two branches of the service is so
similar that, for purposes of ditcussion, the data
obtained can be considered together.

Infantry units ranked targets in this order: (Fig. 2)

personnel
tanks
automatic weapons and mortars

Airborne Infantry ranked the targets: (rig. 3)

personnel
automatic weapons and mortars
tanks

For neither branch does aircraft appear as a major
target. This order of importance is virtually the
same as the pooled frequencise of the Army as a whole
(Pig. 1), and in later analysis of other Army units,
Infantry and Airborne Infantry units will be used as
a convenient reference for iiucussion and comparison.

Targets of minor importance were:

artillery, including anti-aircraft used as
artillery (referring usually to the
German 88 mm guns used as utility
weapons in h1uropean, Mediterranean and
African theatres).

anti-tank gans (when used as anti-personnel
weapons).

non-armored ground vehicles (trucks, jeeps,
etc.)

miscellaneous targets (anti-personnel mines,
rifle grenad-s, bazookas, etc.).

Airborne infantry officers occasionally referred to the
jump-area as a recognition problem (Table A, Appendix),
because of their special responsibilities during Jmnps
ant the training they had received. Officers also rated
aircraft as more important than did the enlisted men.

1
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Here the major targets were: (7ig. 4)

personnel
onemy tanks and anti-tank guns.

A slight rever0pi in rank of importance of tanks to anti-
tank guns was found between officers and enlisted men.

Minor targets were:

automatic Weapons and mortars (presunably
because they are loss effective
against a tank than the major targets).

aircraft (not mentioned by officers and
only occasionally by enlisted men).

non-armored ground vehicles (trucks, car-
riers, jeeps, etc.).

A comparison of the data for Armored Forces with that for Infan-

try units shows (Figs. 2 and 4) that the importance of a target

depends upon the type of duty which is performed by a particular

unit. Vhat the men rated as important targets are those which

threaten their personal safety in combat.

(3) ield Artiller

Major targets: (Mig. 5)

personnel
artillery
automatic weapons and mortars.

Minor targets:

tanks, with 14% mention, ranked close
to automatic weapons and mortars,
with 15%

non-armored ground vehicles
aircraft
anti-tank mines and anti-aj~craft guns.

Officers placed more importance on enemy artillery and
automatic weapons and mortars than did enlisted men.
This is believed to be due to the fact that the offi-
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core interviewed had boon forward observers or air
observers, and the enlisted men had been members of
gun creve who had not had the infw ntry-liko exper-
lance of the forward observers.

Once again, the targets rated as importast are related to the kind

of duty involved. The artilleryman quite naturally regard@ artillery

&a a major targat, wherea the infantryman does not.

(4i) Anti-Aircnft Unitl

XLjor targets: (Mig. 6)

aircraft
personnel
tanks (officers).

Minor targets:

non-armored ground vehicles (111%) ca=e
close to boing a major target for
enlisted sen.

automatic weapons and mortars (except
whoa firing regvlar artillery
missions).

tanks (enlisted men).
enomy beach defenses )
awdunition dumps )--Theme probebly relate
naval craft ) to a specific combat

theatre. (Appendix, Table A)

2. Vhat are yhe means by which tarts an re co••ised?

The following discussion will be in terms of the targets rather

than in terms of the branches of service, since the means by which

each of the targets wie identified were common to practically all

branches. Any exceptions will be noted in ths analysis of the prin-

cipal recognition characteristics of each of the major targets. (Oor

details concerning loes important targets and infrequently mentioned

target characteristics, see Appendix, Table 0.)

18.
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The order of discussion of the targets is in terms of the fre-

quency of mention of their recognition characteristics, (Pigs. 7 - 12).

There are, therefore, slight discrepancies in the order of target

importance between this type of data (Table 0o Appendix), and that

discussed in the preceding pages (Section II, (i) based on Table A,

Apenndix, and Pigs. 1 - 6).

A. PIlSODM,

(1) Uniforms

Distinguishing features of the uniforms worn by
enemy soldiers were the usual means by which a
man identified his human target (See Pig. 7).
The most frequently used characteristic was the
general jjM or design, such as the long German
overcoat, or the distinctive silhouette of the
Chinese and Korean winter uniforms, rather than
any specific detail of the uniform. Sometimas
the col•r, such as the light mustard color of
Japanese and Korean uniforms, was the important
factor. Only very seldom were such details as
insigki mentioned as having been useful.

(2) Tact41j

This was the next most frequently mentioned char-
acteristic by which personnel were identified.
These included such features of combat behavior
as tZpical attack formations, and the kind of
positions _r laces ocupied individuals. Men-
tioned as examples were the mass or mob formations
of attacking North Koreans, and the small unit
formations and typical rushing and falling advances
of German trovs.

Some of these identifying features can become out-
dated,l however. The men interviewed pointed out
that although "if you see him on a ridge or sil-
houetted against the sky, he's an American" may
have been a useful concept but it is not necessarily
so now in Korea where many enimy troops are recog--
nized silhouetted against the sky.

Other examples of tactics by which men identified
the enemy were given in such statements as these:

19.
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1UA1ees you're given special warning, anyone in
front o^ you when you're in the line is an emy',
and, #Anyone who is not in a foxhole after dark is
an enemy.N

(1) Veavons and 2auipment

The third wit Important means by which personnel
vere .Zen'vified were weapons and equipment. The
g of rifles was the most frequently mentioned
chap0teristic. Identification of the firing char-
acte�estics of the equipment usually gave inferen-
tial identification as to the person using the
equipment. )entiono were made of the fact that
enemy rifles had a ahbrper, more cracking sound
than. ours, and that in some cases the sound they

made seemed not to be as loud. The men regarded
the sound of enemy weapons as such an important
means of identification that they rarely made use
of captured equipment because it resulted in their
being fired upon by friendly troops.

The ayearance of weapons, or the nz iona lag
oL a M the was next most frequently mentioned.
The barrel of rifles and fixed bayonets were referred
to as factors in visual discrimination of Japanese
and Xoreane. When they carried their rifles slung,
the barrel projected above the individuals' heads.
The Japanese also frequently carried their rifles
with the bayonet fixed, which lengthened the eilhot-
ette of the weapons. German troops carried their
weapons at the trail, hanging at the left side, while
Americanx carried theirs at port arms or slung from
the shoulder.

The relative Jak gf Wgko made when enemy rifles
were fired was so often mentioned that the investi-
gators recommend that recognition training should
take this factor into consideration. Training which
demonstrates why enemy weapons are perceived as hav-
Ing less Ismoke' than American, would improve combat
morale and efficiency.

('i) ~XTMenk

)oveaent as an aid in recognition of personnel includ-
ed both c o and the M&uZ I& which =-
viduali Jn & nationalit•r £Zg walk, either because of
habit or training. 7or example, the shuffling gait of
Asiatics - due to their having worn sandals from an
early age - combined with their shorter stature,
retults in a short, quick ntep :3emetimes described as

20.



a "jog trot. it has made possible identification
of the enemy at considerable distances, even when
details of uniforms or equipment were not clearly
visible. North Koreans have also often been iden-
tified by the way they have of moving into the open,
standing up, and congregating into small groups in
apparent disregard of American troops, or because of
a fatalistic attitude about whether or not they are
observed and shot at. German troops crouched over
when aoving in order to keep from projecting a tall
silhouette.

When the line of combat was so clearly drawn that
those who were in front of the observer could def-
iiritely be assumed to be enemy, any movement at all
gave a clue to thair location.

(5) Sounds of Voices and Personal Iauipment

The characteristic guttural sounds of German sol-
diers and the sing-sozg, highpitched voices of
Orientals shouting commands or talking among them-
selves on patrol or as they moved about, form one
group of identifying sounds. Men also quickly
learned to distinguish the rattling of the German
soldier's gas mask cannister and the sound made by
his hobnail boots from sounds made by their own
equipment. Through rarely listening to the :roises
made by mess gear, bayonets in scabbards, and of
rifles and other equipment being brushed against
trees or rocks, men have been able to accomplish
all the processes of recognition.

It is to be stressed that these identifying char-
acteristics were entirely dependent on hearing and
that eight played no part in such instances of
recognition. Furthermore, the men had learned to
make use of the sounds made by personnel and equip-
ment without ever having had formal instruction in
this aspect of recognition.

Smells helped identify both an area, such as an out-
post position where troops had been living, and the
people who had been occupying it. The odors of the

Sfood they ate, the mosquito lotions they used, and
other personal smell-producing factors helped iden-
tify which people they were. Smells also alerted

21o



men on patrol to the near presence Gf the enemy.
The characteristic smells of Japanese, German and
Korean troops were mentioned frequently enough to
be worth consideration. A smell of fish and gar-
lic, for instance, was associated with Orientals,
and of leather, with Germans.

The men interviewed had been given no training in
recognition through smell.

B, TAIES

The most useful means of identifying tanks was found to have been
by the j-ung of their engines. Next in frequency of mention was
the sound of their tracks (See Fig. 8).

The most frequently mentioned visual characteristic was the 2y!r-
all s when seen in motion in silhouette. Differences in the
shaps of rticular parts, such as the hull, the gun, and the
gun turrr• t and the presence of the muzzle brake on the barrel of
the gun, were also clues to identification.

Tracks left on the ground by the tank-tracks helped locate the
area in which a tank had been operating, and also aided in iden-
tifying the tank as enemy or friendly.

Nymerals, identifvin• iRnia, and 2 markers being used in

Korea were also mentioned as helpful, visual ciaracteristice.

0. AlROIA!T

The soun of the engine of a particular aircraft was mentioned
most frequently as the major identifying characteristic (Pig. 9).
Lack of synchronization of engines, as in Japanese and German
aircraft, produced a beating or pulsing sound which was readily
detectable. Idptification was also made on the basis of dif-
ferences in sound produced by the number of revolutions per minute
of the engine, or by the number of blades and propellers, or by
the number of engines.

Because of aircraft structure, the sound of an engine might be
muffled or amplified, and such variation also gave a clue to
identification.

' When American tanks with muzzle brakes first appeared in Surope,
many were destroyed because no warning had been given that tbey
were being introduced, and they were mistaken for German tanka
which had been the only ones with that feature.

22.
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iffl appearance - the over-all three-dimensional shape, not
necessarily the silhouette - was the second most frequently
mentioned identifying characteristic. Differences in £&=-
iunM-l ts ach as the shape of the engines, cowling, pro-
jection of the nose and tail structure, were also mentioned as
leading to identification. Some mention was made of markings,
such as numerals and insignia and the panel markers used in
the Normandy invasion.

Tactici were less frequently mentioned, but are worthy of being
reported here. The difference between an Nopen-and-above-
board" approach and an attack approac.i was such as to give an
observer a notion as to whether the plane was friendly or
enemy.

D. MACHINE GUNS

The sound made by the gun was by far the most frequently men-
tioned identifying characteristic (Jig. 10). The difference
between the cylic rates of fire of American and enemy machine
guns was readily discerned and provided the most easily iden-
tifiable characteristic. The MG-34 and MG-4 used by the Ger-
mane, and Japanese machine guns were cited rs examples. Dif-
ferences in sound resulting from the method of firing were
also mentioned as being helpful. Because of their training,
our troops fired in a series of short bursts, whereas North
Koreans fire for a considerable length of time. After Chinese
troops entered the conflict, this sound clue was not too relia-
ble, since many of them, having been trained by Americans, used
the same method of firing in short bursts. In most cases, the
experienced men had little difficulty in identifying the wea-
pon in spite of the similar method of firing.

Ideptification by such variations in the sound of machine guns
was nearly always learned in combat, and many men deplored the
necessity for and expense of learning under those conditions.

Vimaml means of identification were loes frequently mentioned
than audible (Jig. 10). The characteristic *hoses of machine
guns were useful only at relatively short ranges. The differ-
ence in color 9f Jra.er fired from enemy and American weapons
was mentioned from time to time, but descriptions of the colors
varied among interviewees. As in the discussion of recognition
of personnel through weapons and equipment (A., (3)), mention
was made of flash and smoke, in the belief that our weapons
made much more smoke. The men consistently volunteered com-
ments on this, and almost all of them appeared to be consid-
erably concerned about it.

23.
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2. A3TILLfl

References to this target applied to both artillery weapons
and artillery projectiles. The men who were interviewed
madoe no great distinction between the sound of the weapon
and the sound of the projectile.

J~uY was by far the most important identifying character-
istic (7ig. ii). Most soldiers claimed to have had to
learn to discriminate between the sound made by an incoming
projectile and the sound made by an outgoing one. Observa-
tion of the time of flight and the pitch with which an incom-
ing or an oiktgoing projectile travels was added to listening
to the sounds in learning to identify a projectile as enemy
or friendly. It took several exposures over a period of time
before most "green" troops were able to tell the difference
between them.

Other identifying characteristics were mentioned comparative-
ly infrequently. The shape of an artillery piece when seen
at relatively close range, was mentioned, but most often by
air observers. They also mentioned that when they were making
observations from the air, the flash of an artillery piece
when fired helped locate and identify it.

7. NORTARS

The soW of the mortar, or of the explosion of the mortar
round itself when it landed, was not only the major but prac-
tically the only characteristic by which mortars were identi-
fied. The sound of the discharge gave information about the
size of the mortar and also an idea of the distance and direc-
tion of the mortar from the observer. Only rarely was a
direct and close view of the mortar possible (Table 0, Appen-
dix).

G. MINS

Surfaie indications on the ground where a mind had been con-
cealed were most frequently mentioned as the means by which
mines were located. Armored force men said that in the morn-
ing when the sun had oust begun to dry off the surface of the
ground, it was not too difficult to find the place where a
mine had been laid. Because the disturbed dirt over the mine
dried up more quickly in the sun than did other portions of
the ground, it left a distinctive surface which indicated where
a mine could be found.

24.
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The next most frequently mentioned locating characteristic
of a mine was its detonation when a vehicle had run over it
- an undesirable and hardly appropriate means of detection.

SMine-etectors as a means of identification were mentioned
a few times.

Deciding what action to take in relation to the probable
presence of mines was often made by inferences to be drawn
from the type of terrain. If the area was one through
which vehicles would have to pass, was it likely that minez
had been concealed there? Did the terrain offer tactically
excellent opportunities for the distribution of anti-per-
sonnel mines?

H. ANTI-TANK GUNS

Their t elovent was the most frequently mentioned
distinguishing feature in detecting anti-tank guns (Table 0,
Appendix). Logical expectation of where to look for an
anti-tank gun usually helped in locating one. Por ezmnple,
one might expect to find a gun covering a roadblock,. or in a
terrain where it would have a good field of fire against a
tank.

Visua features, such as the silhouette of the gun, or the
presence ot absence of a shield were also mentioned.

An occasional mention was made of the syeed gt the projectile.
Identification in this case was made on the basis that the
projectiles of foreign, particularly Nhropean, weapons and
anti-tank guns were of considerably higher velocity than
American.

I. NON-ARMOflD VIHIOL1S

The usual means of discrimination was the I aopearance,
based or familiarity with American Vehicles (Table C, Appendix).
Any unfamuliar vehicle was usually regarded as belonging to the
enemy. frcks left on the road by a vehicle were used in iden-
tification. § was mentioned, particularly the sound of the
engine, but the sound of horse-drawn equipment was also helpful.

J. WJiPONS, UINCI1IID

A number of ment -se were made to weapons without specification( as to whether they were rifles, machines gnns, or what. The
characteristic mentioned more than twice as often as all of the
other means of recognition combined, was oound• •• hape, tracers,
flash and other characteristics were referred to, but only
infrequently (Fig. 12).
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3. How have mbn been trained to recognize tarmets, and what are their

During World War II, Amy recognition training was confined

principally to training related to tvo targets: aircraft and tanks.

zhere was little emphasis on training in recognition of personnel.

Formal training was largely concerned with aircraft and tanks, and

recognition of personnel was a matter of self-training through the

use of charts and other representations of human targets (rig. 13).

A substantial number of the men interviewed did not recall

having received any formal reoinition training. The majority of

those who remembered having had such training reported that it had

been given during their basic training (rig. 14).

Since World War II, there has been practically no consis-

tent recognition training. Where it has been available, Army recog-

nition training has followed the same pattern as during the war.

With very few exceptions, the methods and devices being

used currently are no different than those used in World War II.

However, feavr of the devices and fewer of the methods are being

used at all. The present study has found that the recognition

training of the Army ground forces is one that exists largely on

paper, and not one that is functioning in the field today. Many

of the comands visited could show documented training plans for

recognition, including regular periods set aside for recognition

training. In actuality, very few of the commands were able to

produce more than one or two officers or enlisted men who had as

part of their duties the conducting of recognition training.

26.
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Training in recognition of the three targets, aircraft, tanks

and personnel varied so little from one branch of the Army to another

that the discussion of training methods will be in terms of the targets

dealt with and the training aids reported as having been used during

and after World Var II (Pig. 15 and 16.0).

A. AX•RCOIT

Chart depicting the various features of aircraft were the
training device most used during World War II (Fig. 16.1).
They served as illustrations for lectures and also as a device
permitting individual study. 7or this purpose they were hung
in dayrooms, meso-and recreation halls, and in barracks.

S1ides, accompanied by lectures, were next most frequently
used. Pictures of aircraft were flashed upon the screen and
studied by and explained to those who were being trained.
The result was unfortunately not that expected: the men
tended to learn to identify the slide in order to pass a
test, rather than to learn to identify the object shown ou
the slide.

Some attempt was made to use the lenehaw 42coanition Sytem.
In this, a number of slides, each picturing some friendly or
enemy target, are flashed on a screen for very short time
intervals. A slide-projector with a camera shutter permits
varying the viewing time. Dr. Renshaw, the planner, advocated
careful gradations of the length of time of presentation,
usually between one second and 1/50 of a second. This system
is predicated upon specialized training in h to perceive at
very short time intervals. Affective training under this sys-
tem requires a minimum of 20 class periods. In practically no
case, however, has the method been made use of in the recom-
mended manner. Slides were flashed for from two to four
seconds, and the system was used more for testing than for
training. (The phrase 'modified Renshaw system" in Pigs. 15
to 16.3 refers to these variations from the original plan of
the system.)

ti vicu were used about as widely as were attempts at
the Renshaw system. They were more interesting to the men
than charts or slides. but their effectiveness was linited
for two reasons. Jirst, the films wets not changed often
enouwh to be up to date, so that what they learned from them
was often of no practical saluo when they learhed combat.
Second, there were relatively few motion pictures especially
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intended to teach aircraft recognition, and repeated show-
ing resulted not in better learning, but in loss of inter-
est on the part of those being trained.

Models of aircraft were used in a number of ways. The
most comon was to hang them in day-rooms, and mess-and
recreation halls so that they were available for examina-
tion, and presumably, study and discussion. Modele were
also used to illustrate classroom lectures. The instruc-
tor customarily held up a model, pointed out its various
features and discussed them with the class. The fault
with this procedure was that the models wore much too
small. Models were also used to simulate the flight of
actual aircraft. This was usually done by projecting the
silhouette of an ordinary aircraft model upon a translu-
cent screen.

3. TANXS

The second most frequently mentioned target for which recog-
nition training was given was tanks. Here again the princi-
pal training method involved the use of chars (Jig. 16.2),
both with lectures, and independently, through display where
men off duty could examine them. The same, or similar charts
were used for both purposes.

o ictures were used next most frequently, primarily in
a series on defense against meclauized attack. The movies
were stereotyped "training films," often showing silhouettes,
and were very dull. The British films were more interesting
to the trainees.

Lecture and discussion sessions at which slides were shown to
illustrate distinguishing features of various tanks were the
third most used form of training. Some attempt was made to
test a man's ability to Identify under difficult situations by
exposing the slides only briefly.

Although models of tanks were reported as having been used,

the number of mentions of such use was very small.

C. PZ0MMM

Training in recognition of the human target was largely left
to the individual.

Chars were posted in places where they might be expected to
be seen regularly by the men during their training period
(Mis. 16.3). The men reported that they had seen very few
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demonstration- of enemy eaiment, particularly uniforms.
When this kind of training was given, it consisted of the
display of an enemy uniform worn by an American, accompan-
ied by a short lecture. Very few lectures were given on
enemy personal equipment. A typical chart presented a
great many details about the enemy soldier: his uniform,
unit designation, unit insignia, insignia of rank, and
special variations in the uniform for special troop pur-
poses. A characteristic comment made by a considerable
number of the men interviewed was, "These charts didnit
help fp learn anything, but they May have helped someone
else." The relative unanimity of this opinion is worth
noting.

Those who had had training with Infantry or Airborne Infan-
try during World War II, referred a number of times to the
use of motion pictures. They were virtually the only units,
however, who mentioned them as a training aid in recognition
of personnel. Slides were mentioned only a few times.

The difference between current training in recognition and that

given during World War II is more a matter of degree than of kind. The

same methods and devices are being used, when any are used. It is unu-

sual to find any more training than that afforded by wall charts, or

the occasional use of slides. At one installation, full size silhouette

figures of varioue friendly and enemy tanks have been erected along the

side of the road to provide field like glimpses. But they are consid-

ered by the men at that post to constitute more of a traffic hazard

than a trainig aid in recognition.

The "Aggreseor" Jorce used in our present training program was

criticized as a recognition training method on the ground that the

opposing groups do not think strongly encigh in terms of being faced by

an enemy. They recGive no real recognition practice because there are

so many factors which are the same on both sides: weapons, organization,

tactics and equipment, (with the exception of the helmet and the color

of the uniform), and also because in such maneuvers the recognition
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aspects of combat performance are not stressed. The value of the "Aggres-

sor" Force therefore tends to become more strategic than tactical.

Although recognition training in general has gone backward since

World War II, there are one or two exceptions. Several battalion train-

ing officers with airborne units have been showing combat films ester

hours with considerable success, at least as far as arousing interest is

concerned. (One bai talion 8-2 reported that after merely announcing that

he was showing combat film taken in Korea, after duty hours, in the day-

room, he had 90% attendanc3 of the members of his command.)

D. SUOGISTID I)0YPR$NTS

The suggestions made by combat experienced personnel and person-

nel appointed to conduct present-day recognition training are grouped

below into three classes, those having to do with motivation, those

having to do with subject matter, and those having to do with methods

and trainirg aids (Fig. 17).

(1) Mtivation

The most effective way to increase motivation in recog-
nition is believed to be through creating a situation
which resembles reality. Simulated battle experience
was recommended most often as a desirable training situ-
ation. Suggestions about simulating battle realities
were made three times as often as any other kind of
suggestion related to arousing and sustaining interest.
Typical suggestions included: the use of specially
trained demonstration team to operate within an Army
area, or within a train'Ing center, and the use of com-
'at film. The teams shouAd be large enough to demon-
strate small unit tactics, be armed and equipped with
enery equipment, should imitate enemy speech sounds,
gait, and habits of movement, both individual and col-
lective. The combat film should be clipped to point
up recognition problems iost likely to be encountered
in actual combat.
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Such kinds of training, it is believed, are not only
of high interest in themselves but also foster a feel-
i1ng of actuality.

They would, in all likelihood, also contribute to build-
ing up a sense of the importance of bein able to

Svarioug targets In combat, about which the second
largest number of suggestions toward improved motivation
were made. Verbal exhortations are one way of accom-
plishing this, but in themselves are not sufficient.
Such matters as the time of day during which recognition
training is given should be taken into consideration.
After lunch, for instance, is a poor time, in this
respect. Much can be accomplished toward greater appre-
ciation of the value of recognition training by the atti-
tude the Army takes toward such training.

The third most frequent suggestion for increasing trainee
motivation was that suitable instructors be appointed, Pv
They should be men who know from experience how necessary
it is to be able to recognize targets, and who are inter-
ested in helping others learn before, rather than during,
combat. It is worth noting that this suggestion was most
frequently made by infantry enlisted men.

It was also suggested that ways be found to spur competi-
tion in class, to train the individual in what to look
for in combat and what to expect, and to make instruction
of such a nature that it becomes a habit for men to look
for recognition clues in Prny field exercises.

(2) S4bJect batter

The most frequently made suggestion was that training be
given in recognition by means of characteristic sounde,
as well as characteristic visual features (Figs. 7 and 12).
The point was made many times that recognition through
sight was often impossible and that men in combat were
lartely limited to recognition by means of the sounds they
heard. These included the sound of equipment, of vehicles,
of the engines of vehicles, of weapons being fired, etc.,
(see Section II, 2). In many cases, the men reported,
the target was readily identified and the principal recog-
nition problem was that of locating it.

It was suggested a number of times by both officers and
enlisted men that more attention be given to training in I
detecting c positions. Those who had combat
experience felt that they had been inadequately preparedto deal with recognition involving camouflage.
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Another important, although less often mentioned, sugges-
tion was that training be given in terrain appreciation,
to enable a man to make infrrences about likely enemy
positions.

A number of officers recommended that night training be
extended to cover recogniti:_ by means of sounds. Night
training in recognition now consists of standard demon-
strations at training centers of how far the light of a
match or the glow of a cigarette can be seen in the dark.

(3) Xethod, and Training Aids

qmbat 9 _ or those that show simulated combat, were
suggested more than any other training aid. Of the two,
films taken in actual combat were far preferred to spe-
cially prepared training films, both for interest value
and for learning. The suggestion that realistic motion
pictures be used was made 115 times.

The suggestion that demonstrations o nf nem eqU•iment be
given was made 100 times. It was proposed that these be
given either by the troop's own command, or by specially
trained teams, with captured enemy equipment, which would
tour Army areasperiodically. More than 50 times it was
suggested that the men be allowed to operate the equipment
to see how it worked. This suggestion has to do as much
with maintaining faterest in recognition as it has with
learning target characteristics, although in some Korean
commands where captured equipment was displayed, the men
felt better prepared for solving recognition problems.

The men frequently recommended that wherever it was prac-
ticable, instruction should be taken out of the classroom
and put into the more realisA1i field situation. The men
tend to feel that in the field the instruction is "practi-
cal," whereas in the classroom they feel that the instruc-
tion is "theoretical." It was in view of this that the
concept of integratioA qf Kocognitton instruction ]j~k
reular ild trainin was developed.

Next most frequently mentioned was the use of Mods
larger than those used up to now. Officers suggested this
as an improvement more often than enlisted men.

- aniarinted r trainiag instrutions were( suggested about the same number of times - only about
1/5 as often as realistic films. Very few of the sugges-
tions for slides came from Imantryw Airborne units. They
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were usually made by men from Art'-Aircraft and Fiold
Artillery units in connection with aircraft recogni-
tion. Althoueh the use of tnh n.-shav Aircraft Recog-
nition System, which utilizes sl.les, was seldom recom-
mended, thic is believed to be du.e to the fact that
most of the Den interviewed had never heard of it,
rather than to the fact that they disapproved of it.
Those who recommended it were usually officers in
Anti-Aircraft units who had heard of its being used
to train recognition officers in the Navy.

Only two recommendations were made for the use of oil-
ho.ette, either cut-out or printed.
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RO0'NlATIONS MR AR•Y RECOGNITION TRAINING

The General Plan
The Your Phases of Training
Recognition Specialists
Anwers to Army Qiestions

The recommendations made in this section are based in the data

obtained th*Ough the survey: which has been presented in the preceding sec-

tion, and on a review of pertinent scientific and military studies. They

are not based on the results of a series of experiments specifically designed

to provide definitive answers. Rather, they represent the combined best

judgment of those who have been trained in theory and those who have been

trained by experience.

1. The General Plan

It is recommended that training in recognition be so arrangad as

to become more and more specific as the individual progresses from basic

training to combat, and that to do this, it be divided into four phiasest

Basic Training, Unit Training, Commwuications Zone Training and Combat

Zone Training.

In general, ma much recognition f,*aining as possible should

involve factors which suggest real combat and cause the trainee to ima-

gine himsolf in actual c~*flicto It should use such devices In the

classroom as combat films, and put the material learned through them

into effect d.uring exercises in the field.
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It should be given at regular inter-sle, in a number of short

sessions of instruction, rather than be compressed into %tvo- or three-

hour periods, It should be continuous ead make use of repetition and

refresher work in order to prevent forget•ingo One of the principal

causes of failure in past training has been the attempt to cover too

'&pfh material at each training period (not to mention the fact that

whatever training was given was offered far too long in advance of the

time when a soldier needed it and knew that he needed it). The almost,

inevitable result was that the trainse was more confused than informed

-ahile the training was taking place. It is far better for a man to

have a good grasp of a few recognition principles than it is for him

to have a bewildered feeling about many. If recognition training io

spread over a longer period of time, integrated with other Army train-

ing, and if the contenv is directed from the general to the speoific$

several desirable objectives are more likely to be attained.

The soldier vill be able to parallel the increas-
ing specificity of his recognition training with
his constantly increasing state of Army training
and knowledge. This will improve the efficiency
with thich he learns°

More efficient learming will result in a saving
in the total time necessary to achieve a satis-
factory level of recognition skill.

The soldier will be aided in retaining the mater-
ial until. it is nsaded in combat,

The details that he will need most in combat will

be those most recently learned and. most up to date.

Any estimate of the amount of time necessary to achieve a satis- )
factory level of recognition perforaance under the training plan pro-

posed horn must consider a number of unknown factors. Three of the
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most important are theses 2.

Qombat cr,,terion, The percentage level of effi-
ciency of recognition necessary in combat is
unknown. (Should the man recognize 15% or 85% of
tha "recognizableO targets in combat in order to
be able to operate effectively?)

Por&etting criteriO.• The percentage of the tar-
gets covered by present recognition training that
the average trainee can recognize one, two, or
three months after -this training is completed is
unknown. (How rapidly does he forget what he has
learned?)

Lening• criterion. The metsured efficiencies of
various methods of recognition training in pro-
ducing proficiency in average Army trainees is
unknown° (Even the Army Air 7orcesO studies supply
only inferential information here because they
dealt wlthaircraft recognition and with a group
of .rainas who were highl7 selected in terms of
intelligence and interest.)

The estimates of training time made in connection with each of

the four phases of training are based on the following ass--mptions about

the above three factors.

It is conservatively estimated that, at present,
the soldier recognizes less than one-third of the
"Nrecognizable6 targets he meets in combat. (Whai-
ever level of affectiveness is achieved is the
result of the contribution of recognition by indi-
vidual3 to the group, with the result that too
great dependence is placed upon the group.)

It is estimated that a man remembers about half
of the targets covered in his recognition training
two months after this training is completed.

It is believed that the recommenda'tions contained
in this report, if adopted, would result in appre-
ciable improvement in combat recognition proficiency,
•ossibly to recognition of more than half of the

recognizableN targets in combat.
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2. j 7 Par of km (see Ohart A.')

A. BASIC ?RAINIJ

D•ring the basic training period, all Arm7 personel Should be

given a general, comparatively short course in recognition. The

recommended initial course has two main purposes. The first is to

ZZM* i&ntrest in target recognition, realization of &bhe importance

of being able to recognise targets in actual combat, and a desire to

learn more. The second aim is to provide general information about

targets and the moans of recognizing then.

This phas allnud 6over the tar~ E&gIM fI~s

personnel, tanks, automatic weapons and mortars, and aircraft (Sec-

tion II, l.., A.), without going into great detail about either

their physical characteristics or the characteristics by which eieh

is identified in com'bat. It should include instruction in zenera

tactical imoloyzent of the major targets.

Training should be given on the principles of personal recogni-
tion. It shoulO, enable a man to make a general distinction
between friendly and enemy soldiers, rather than provide him
with information about such details as insignia, or the speci-
fic characteristics by which recognition is made under specific
circumstances.

Tanks

Information should be given about types of tanks, and the ways
in which they are usually employed in combat, to give the trainee
a general understanding of armored equipment.

Automatic eanons and Mortars

Information should be given the trainee on machine pistols, auto-
matic rifles or light machine guns, and heavy machine guns as to
enable him to grasp the general purposes for which they are used
in combat. Similar orientation should be given relating to mortars.
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('UAD'1' A

Recommendations Outline

Training Proportion of Time Concurrent
Phase Hours Tasks Per Sub-Task Training

1. Basic 4-6 Recognition 30% General Indoc-
Training Training Orien- trinution.

tation.
70% General charac-
teristics and em-
ployment of major
targets.

2. Unit 20-40 Recognition 30%-Major Target Field Train-
Training Training by of Branch. ing.

Branch. 50%-Other Major Tar-
gets.
20%-Minor Targets.

3. Communi- 5-20 Recognition 33%-Review of Pre- Field Demons-
cations Training for vious Training. trating and
Zone a given thea- 33%-Major Targets. field training.

ter. 33%-Minor Targets.

4. Combat 1-5 Recognition Orientation on lo-
Zone Training for cal enemy tactics

a region with.- and equipment.
in a theater.
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Aircraft

Such information ;hould be given the trainee as will enable him
to identify various types of aircraft in terms of the purposes
for which they are used, for example, bombers, fighters, trans-
port planes.

Motion P with sound, including films taken in combat, are

recommended for this phase o! training, as they are for succeeding

stages. Their use should be combined with lectures and discussion.

Lectures illustrated by slides and charts are an adequate form of

training but only when the quality of the lecture and the motivation

of the lecturer are high. Least useful are charts or silhouettes

without an accompanying lecture, lectures given by a man who has no

training aids at all, and lectures given by a man whose interest in

recognition is low.

Metimated training time: 4 to 6 hours, with emphasis divided
approximately as follows"

30% on general indoctrination
70% on major recognition targets

and their employment

3. UNIT TRAINIG

Training in this phase should be more specific in terms of the

function of the unit to which a man has been assigned after complet-

ing basic training. The targets emphasized should be those of major

importance to the branch of service. Although minor targets should

be included, considerably loes attention need be paid them.

The targets of importance to each branch of service (Section II,

1, B)48e:
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Infantrzy Airborne Infantry

personnel personnel
tanks automatic weapons and mortars
automatic weapons and mortars tanks

Aw~re PgX2j FDeld Artillery

personnel personnel
tanks and anti-tank guns artillery
automatic weapons and mortars automatic weapons and mortars

tanks

AMti-%Lirgraft Unitr.

aircraft
personnel
tanks

Training should cover those kinds of SAand~, b f 4ImnA

whose design is not likely to be changed often. (For example, the

Browning Automatic Rifle, and the Browning heavy machine gun - .30

caliber - are basic U. S. designs and have been changed very little

over a period of many years.)

Since it is usually impossible to specify in advance the thea-

tre of operations to which a unit will be committed, recognition

training should cover the standard equipment of all potential ene-

mies, as well as our own. (Experimentation might show that train-

ing is necessary only for friendly equipment, or only for enemy

equipment, but this possibility is not known to be a fact.) Train-

ees should be givon every opportunity possible, in familiarizing

themselves with our own standard equipment, to handle various

weapons, etc., which belong to the class of major targets for their

type of unit.
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Recognition training in this phase, particularly for personnel,

for mortars and machine guns, and for camouflage, should be combined

as far as possible with regular field training. Interest would be

immediately heightened, and fmxthermore, some of the time spent in

classrooms would be saved.

Specially trained demonstration teams are highly recommended as

an aid In training in recognition of both personnel and equipment.

It is suggested that these teams be of about platoon size, and be

used to demonstrate enemy weapons and equipment and small unit

tactics. They should be trained to the point where they can give

a good simulation of the enemy they are supposed to represent. They

should imitate enemy speech, gait, posture, and method of organiza-

tion and operation in the field. They should be equipped with enemy

uniforms, weapons, and equipment. The simulation might be carried

to the point of having the "enemy" troops bivouac in the area. SAuh

teams could tour an Army, or smaller, geographical area, so that

members of line units training in that area would have an adequate

chance of getting a realistic idea of the kinds of troops they would

te likely to be facing in the future.

The use of il 9S o combat. (Section II, D) should be

begun, or if they have been used in previous training, continued.

This aid has so much inherent interest that, as experience has shown,

most men will attend showings during their off-duty hours (Section

II, 3). A commentator, preferably one who has been in combat, should

point out the recognition problems which appear in the course of the

pictures.
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Training in recognition through jo3ds should be begun at this

phase, and for this purpose sound recordings are recommended in addi-

tion to training in sounds during field exercises. As was brought

out in Bectior 1I, 2, of this report, sounds are an important kind

of recognition information. Training of this sort should cover a

number of different kinds of sounds, some of which will occur only

in combat. Here recordings can be especially helpful. It is not

impossible to make recordings of particular combat sounds, for use

in classroom instruction. Recordings could also be made of the

sounds of particular enemy equipment, using captured weapons, etc.,

for this purpose. locordings should include the kinds of sounds

which have been found to be valuable in recognition in actual com-

bat, and have been discussed in detail in Section II, 2°

Olaseroom training might also include mogels of equipment large

enough so that details can be distinguished by any member of the

class; demonstrations of enemy equipment in conjunction with films

dealing with automatic weapons and mortars, and instruction in

thost, aspects of camouflage which would be of use in detecting ene-

my camouflage. Least useful devices are charts without lectures,

wherever they may be displayed, and books and uilhouettes as they

are currently used. Pew targets in actual combat remain staion-

ary, and it is important to introduce the element of motion into

training devices. It is especially important in aircraft training,

for which charts and silhouettes, as they have been usdi are of

little value.
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In this, and in the other three stages, those who conduct train-

ing should preferably be men who have had combat experience, or at

least have a marked appreciation of the importance of recognition.

Istimated training time: One hour periods at a rate of two
periods a week, with the emphasis
divided approximately as follows:

30% on the major recognition tar-
get of the branch of service.

50% on the remaining major targets
20% on the minor and incident targets

From one-half to two-thirds of this
training time is to take place in
the field, integrated with other
kinds of training.

0. OMi0tiIiOATIONS ZOUZ TRAINING

By this phase, the trainees have not only been assigned to a

branch of the service, but are also in a combat theatre. Training

for the first time can be focussed on particular kinds of enemy

and friendly equipment and tactics - those used in the combat

zone to which the troops will be sent. At some time, a concen-

trated refresher course on previous recognition training should be

given.

Training could be given in common to Infantry, Airborne Infan-

try, and Armored Forces, since three of the major targets are of

ikportance to all of them.

Training could also be given in common to both Yield Artillery

and Anti-4ircraft Artillery if, as is expected, the kresent tendency

to use Anti-Aircraft Artillery in firing field artillery missions

continues. Here again the major targets for each branch would be of

importance to both. Anti-Aircraft Artillery would of course receive
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more training on aircraft recognition than would the Field Artillery.

Again, as far as possible, recognition training should be inte-

S grated with field training and demonstrations of enemy tactics and

equipment (by trained teams and by opportunities for the men to exa-

mine captured enemy equipmett, which should be fairly readily avail-

able). Training on the tactics employed by the enemy in 14& 2-

MI gL j should be intensive. More specific training in the use

of sounas for identifying and locating is possible, through using

captured equipment, and should be given.

If facilities permit the showing of motion pictures, tak It

combat in this theatre should be shown, accompanied by lectures. If

the use of recordings of important recognition sounds likely to be

encountered in the region is possible, it also should be continued.

It may be necessary at this stage to depend more on lectures for

ma•y aspects of recognition training. If that is the case, they

should be illustrated at least with charts, not only of targets, but

also of tactics. The quality of the lecture is of great importance.

The most desirable devices, such as motion pictures and sound

recordings, are preferred to others, particularly for aircraft recog-

nition training. Bat at this point, a manus whereabouts in relation

to combat can be counted on to stimulate his interest in getting as

much applicable information as he can from whatever form of instruc-

tion he is given.

I�lItiMted training tiet: to 20 hours per 6 months in the com-

munication zone depending on the situa-
tion and the branch of service, with
emphasis divided approximately:
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1/3 review of previous training
1/3 on major targets in the combat area
1/3 on minor targets in the combat area

D. OOMWA• ZOD TBAININ

In the combat zone there will probably be very little time for

additional training. What is to be empbasized are the important

variations in friendly and enemy tactics and equipment within a fair-

ly limited combat area, such as that covered by the geographic spread

of a division or a regiment. When there is relatively little varia-

tion over a larger area, the geographic spread might ba that of a

corps. Whatever the case may be, it is suggested that training be

handled by the 0-2 and G-3 sections of the appropriate command.

Ordinarily such training would probably be most practical at the

divisional level.

Training for members of Anti-Aircraft Artillery can be limited

to factors involved in aircraft recognition, unless their artillery

also serves as utility field artillery. In that event, the Anti-

Aircraft Artillery training can be combined with that of 7ield

Artillery.

Practically any consistent method of training should be effec-

tive when the motivation to learn to recognize targets is as high

as it is in the combat zone.

Sstimated training time: 1 to 5 hours depending on the situation,
emphasis on local tactics and tactical
employment of equipment.



3. Eeo ntion Speciali ts

These individuals in each of the branches of Army service discusead

in this report who are assigned to duties which require a higher loval

of recognition skill than that needed by the average soldier, should be

given specialized training.

The following list of needed specialists may be incomrplete.

Infantry and. Airborne Infantr•

All line company and smaller unit officers, all line non-commissioned
officers.

Members of Intelligence and Reconnaissance platoons.

The training given officers and non-commissioned officers should fit
them to carry on effective field training of the men in their units
during unit training, and to act later as unit "experts" on recognition
problems in combat.

Tank commanders, section leaders, gunners, and company officers.

?ield. Artillery

All junior officers. These are the men who are usually appointed to
serve as 7orward Observers.

hnlisted members of the Porward Observer' s part and Survey Team person-
nel should also receive special training if assignment to such duties
can be predicted far enough in advance of combat to permit this training.

Ant i-Aircraft Artillery

Members of gun crews and others who may act as aircraft warning spotters.
(Although there is increasing use of radar equipment for aircraft spot-
ting, no anti-aircraft unit will feel comfortable in the near future
without human spotters also functioning.)

It is recommended that recognition specialist training start during

S the Unit Training phase suggested in Section III, 2, and be continued

through the next phase, insofar as that is possible. Mach training cen-
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tar (whare units are trained) should establish a school equipped Vad

staffed to train these specialists. It should be possible, by stagger-

Ing class times, to train large numbers of men with a fairly small num-

ber of trainers. Like other recognition training, this additional

course for specialists should be spread over a period of time. If ii

should be found desirable to give training through the Renshaw mco&-

nition System, in addition to other training, at least twenty sessions

should be set aside for this purpose.

Mstumated training times Onn hour at a time, once or twice a week.

4. AM to Army eestions

'he findings of this report (Sectten III), however illuminating

and ougegtive of possible improviaents in recognition training they

may be, do rwt provide exact atswers to seven specific questions asked

by the Army. Such answ~rs would be possible only as a result of a

series of carefull- isigned experiments, to which this study did not

extend.

The answers below, like the recommendations already given (Section

III), represent a combination of analysis and interpretatioa of the

data obtained with the judgment of investigators who are experienced

in the application of psychology to learning and training.

1. "Xactly how effective are Motion Pictures, Graphics, and Models
in aircraft and in vehicle recognition training?"

Letter of 22 January 1951 (Ser 2943) frox Lt. 00I. N. M. Matzger,
AAL Office, Army Yield Forces, Pt. Monroe, Va., to Adjutant General,|
Department of the Army.
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t icteA, especially of combat, are ranked first in
effectiveness and interest as a training aid for esZ tar~Es.

SGraihi¢ aLds, that is charts, posters and drawings, such as
those customarily hung in daý-rooms and mess halls, are low
in interest and effectiveness for any target.

e of aircraft and tanks, when used with groups which are
small eaough to permit opportunity for e90h individual to
observe and study the modele, are recommended. Witha large
groups, the models must be big enough so that the men in the
rear row can distinguish the important recognition details.
Models of aircraft are effective when siJLhouetted in motion
on a screen.
(See Section 1I, 3)

2. "Is the tachistoscope flash image method effective in train-
ing ýhe ground combat soldier to recognize aircraft and/or
the slower moving armored vehicle?"

Since no man interviewed had had sufficient training in the
tachistoscopic (Renshaw) flash image method for any target
to have achieved even a minimum degree of skill with this
method, no conclusions can be drawn based on Army experience
(Section II, 3, A). When used by vhe Navy, according to
3ensla•whas recommendations, his method has been effective in
producing aircraft recognition skill. It is not recommended
for use in the Basic Training phase suggested for recognition
training for all Army personnel (Section III, 2). Evaluation
of this method for training in armored yqhicle recognition is
a specific researich problem.

3. *How valuable are silhouette-type figures in recognizing armored
vehicles (seldom seen against the sky) and airczaft?"

While no direct information is available on this point, indi-
rect information leads to the conclusion that silhouette-type
figures would be moderately useful in j recognition train-
ing, provided that the silhouettes could be shown in motion
(Section II, 3, 3). Pull size silhouette figures of tanks
mounted alongside a road were considered to be traffic hasards
rather than training aids.

Although combat personnel mentioned silhouettes as the moct
useful yjM& characteristic, they rated agdible caharacteris-
tics as far more importwit in the recognition of f .
(Section II, 2, B)
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In aircraft recognition training, silhouettes on slides or
charts were used so predominately that no useful comparisons
with other methods are possible. (See answers to Qxestion 1
above and Question 4 below.)
(Section II, 3, and D, (3))

4. "How effective are "flash cards," slides, charts9 posters, photo-

illustrations in books in recognition training?"

No pictorial methods are sufficient by themselves when the
important element of motion is missing.
(Section II, 3)

During the Communications Zone and Combat Zone •Taining phases
suggested in Section III, 2, it may be necessary to rely on
such devices in conjunction with lectures, but it is assumed
however, that by this stage, personnel have already had train-
ing with other methods and devices.

5. "Should the British system of recognition training, which stres-

ses differences in structural design and the student's ability
to sketch the aircraft or vehicle, be adopted in whole or part?"

In the case of both classes of targets, recognition based on
vision is accomplished most often by Means of the over-all
silhouette (Section II, 2). Learning the total shape of a
plane, plus emphasis on particular distinguishing structuxal
characteristics of a given type of plane, produced the most
effective training results, according to the research in recog-
nition training by the Army Air Forces in World War II (Army
Air Forces, Aviation Psychology Program Research Report #7,
Motion Picture Testing and Research, Edit. J. J. Gibson, Wash-
ington, U. S. Government Printing Office, 1947).

It is not recommended that the average soldier be given train-
ing which requires him to sketch aircraft, since this would
involve too much time in proportion to the value in combat of
his knowing detailed structural differences.

6. "What is the optimum method and time required to train the com-
bat soldier adequately to recognize aircraft and vehicles?"

The recommended form of recognition training is a graduated
process making use of aids which suggest reality, and is
carried from classroom instruction into training in the field.
(Section II1, 1 and 2) No accurate estimate (Section 11, 1)
can be made of the time required to attain combat proficiency
in recognition of any target on the basis of what is now known.

It is to be noted that the two targets about which this ques-
tion is asked, although of importance to particular Army units,
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(S ;ion 111 1).

Combat film and lectures are the recommended form of recog-
nition training for aircraft. Paperimente show that the
Renshaw method is also likely to be effective when properly
used. Sound. recordings and silhouettes in motion are recom-
mended for tank recognition.

7. #Vhat is the minimum list of training aids for recognition
training of combat soldiers?"

If training aids must be kept to a minimum, those recommended
would vary according to the phase of training (Section III, 2)
at which recognition instruction is being given, and according
to the •.argets with which the instruction is concerned.

In genoral, these aids are considered desirable in a minimum
list:

Selected combat films, accompanied by

appropriate sound track commentary.

Recordings of sounds useful in recognition.

Collections of friendly and enemy equipment
with which recognition by vision and hearing
can be practiced.
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APPMIIX A

1. jkvin of Ihe Literature

Te f•Irst step for this investigation was to conduct a sMuve7

of the literature. This survey covered areas thougt to be relevant to

to problems of recognition and recognition training, such as color

vision,'photopic and scotopic vision. depth perception, military train-

in manuas in recognition, training methods, and World War 1I research

studies dea'.ing specifically with recognition and recognition training.

2. Preliminary Interviews and Qnestionnalres

The second step consisted of a series of interviews at vari-

ous military installations, in order to help define the critical ques-

tions for which practical ans should be sought. These interviews

were conducted with individuals selected on the basis of their familiar-

ity with recognition and recognition training. 7rom the information

gathered from these first two steps, a series of questionnaires vwo

developed from which it was believed relevant data on combat reoogni-

tion requirements could be obtained. Preliminary studies vere conduc-

ted using these questionnaires with military personnel. Revisione of

these questionnaires indicated that the type of data obtained was inade-

U I (quate to satisfy the purposes of the study. These preliminary ques-

tionnaires served to point np the fact that a far greater amount of

information was obtained iA a comparatively unstructured'ittuAtion;
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conversely, it was found that highly specific questionnaire items tended

to elicit superficial answers. When questionnaires were individuslly

administered, it was found that a good deal of the information was

obtained during the discussion of the questionnaire rather than from

the anwers recorded on the questionnaire. The differences in this inform-

ation seemed to lie in the extent of detail and personal involvment

obtainable in the interview. Interviews conducted with these experi-

mental questionnaires, varying from relatively structured to relative-

ly unstruetured., were administered both individually and to groups of

varying sizes. It was found advantageous to interview a small number

of men simultaneously since each of the men took over some of the inter-

viewer's functions in otimulating discussion

Based on these experiences, it was determined that the best

way to conduct the survey of combat recognition requirements was to hold

interviews with groups composed of three men. In order to insure no

loss of information and interview time, tape-recordings were made of the

interview sessions. With two-man groups,, the presence of the interviewer

tended to restrict the responsiveness of the interviewees; with groups of

more than 3 men, it tended to be more difficult for the interviewer to

guide the discussion. The interviews usually required about one to one

and one-half hours for completion.

3. k t

In order to secure information as germane to combat experience

as possible* only combat experienced personnel were interviewed.

Since it was felt that recognition requirezents would probably
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vary as a function of the kind of duty performed by the individual con-

cerned, an effort was made to interview a sample representing each of

the Army combat arms.

Inasmuch as their duties frequently tended to differ, groups

of officers and groups of enlisted men were included in the sample from

tach unit. In order to obtain as broad a base of combat experience as

possible, personnel from all theatres of World War II and from Korea

were interviewed. Preliminary interviews indicated that approximately

6 to 8 groups of officers and 10 to 12 groups of enlisted men were

sufficient to secure the necessary information. In order to obtain

reasonable representatives of the samples of men interviewed, these

figures were varied according to both the specificity of the recogni-

tion duties required in the various units and the discretion of the

chief interviewers.

ror units (such as infantry) which dealt with a large vari-

ety of targets, a larger &a"yle of men would be needed to insure rea-

sonable accurate coverage and the samples were selected accordingly.

A total of 123 Army officers and 155 ýF Olisete4 man vere

interviewed. Table H indicates t, composition of tha various groupo.

interviewed at various inztrllations

•. Data Agalyis

The basic data for analying the results of this survey wo're

obtained from the tape-recordings of the interviews. A specially

trained team of record analysts classified and tabulated the materlal

in the recordings,
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The fundamental unit of the classification was the "mention"

a statement of specific nature about a factor in recognition or recog-

nition training. There are certain obvious drawbacks to "frequency of

mention* as a aingle criterion of importance. Frequency alone forms

only a sort of *popularity index" with respect to a given specific

point, and t--s to suppress the contributions of the rarer individuals

who possess unusual insight into recognition problems. However, both

the interviewer and the analyst were required to note any mentions

thought to be unusually significant. It was found that most items

which were noted as being unusually significant in the analysis of

early interviews tended to be substantiated by the criterion of fre-

quency of mention as the later interviews were analyzed.

In general, frequency of mention was found to be the most

practical unit of analysis, particularly in view of the material

obtained in group interviews. In view of the richness of data obtained

in the group interviews, it is believed worthwhile to sacrifice the

statistical elegance obtainable with the less fruitful questionnaire

techniques.

5. Development of the Recommendat1ons

The reconmendations presented in Section II of this report

represent the expert opinions of the investigators based on both the

interviews and the reXevant psychological and military literature.
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IMPORANCE 07 TARTS
(TOTAL AINY)

OF771R PER MLISTED PE R
TMW) QU310T 07 WNTION =m -7=QDZOY 0r ORNION

Personnel 69 29 95 35
Tanks 41 17 41 15
Automatic Weapons

and Xortars 39 16 41 15
Aircraft 26 11 24 09
Artillery 18 07 14 05
Anti-Tank Guns 11 05 20 07
Ground Vehicles other

than Tanks 13 05 16 06
Enemy Positions

(Pillboxes) 5 02 6 02
Mines 3 01 2 01
Road Blocks 3 01 1 00.4
Others 7 03 8 03

Surface Naval 0 - 2 01
Anti-4ircraft Guns 2 01 0 -
Beach Defences 2 01 0
Jump •'ea 1 00.4 0 -
Submerged Naval Craft 0 -1 0

TOTAL 07I70B ; 240

TOTAL ISTMD HEN: 271

GRAD TOTAL, 0771 8 AND MLISTED 30 511
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TABLI 3

IVeO2TAIo3 0 TAZITS TO VARIOUS T!?ES 07 UNITS
ALL DAYA IN PIR CM

_ __ UNIT
AIR-BO.Mr I1=D AYTI-

TARGET wL AMOR LSL T
OFF IX OFF DC OFF UK OFF 3M OFF 3M

Aircraft 09 05 08 06 00 03 05 08 05 43
Personnel 29 43 42 38 27 28 23 33 21 21
Automatic Weqons

mn Xortars 20 14 25 29 11 07 15 08 04 07
Tanks 20 19 12 13 23 18 14 12 18 04
Anti-Tank Guns 02 05 04 Ol 14 21 03 04
Artillert 04 04 09 07 03 20 12
Ground Vehicles other

than Tanks 09 04 02 03 04 07 07 12 11
Others 07 06 01 05 08

Jump Area 02
]hmo Positions 04 07 09
Boad Blocks =nd

AJu Dm=ps 05 04
S-rface Naval 0raft 07
Suberge4 Naval Oraft 04
Anti-Airoraft Ouns 03
Beach Defences 07
Mines 07 03

_ O_ _ _ _o_ 55 3 �48 69 4 1 67 65 24 28 28
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TABLZ 0

EA3AOTUISTICS U8ZD TO IDWETIYT TA2RGTS (TOTAL A34y)
(All data in percent)

Targets
Tar~get Machine

__C_ _t__ Pe nne. Artillelzr Tanks ------ rI. MoKrtars Ai r
_ Nu__mber of -entts 11,606 1,11 I-448 V;,250 1-63 N-280

Uniform 40
Tactics 14 04 03 02 1 02
Weapons and

SZqiipanet 13 07
Xovewnt 04

Sound (All) 10 60 (22) 61 71 27i=sine 16
Track 04
Others 02 *0O

Flash 11 01 05 02
Trajectory 09
Appearance (Maape) 07 06 10 04 20
Panels, Insignia,

Funerals, Xazker 06 07
Silhouette 05 18 01
Muzzle Brake 02 08
Track Tracks 07Track Su-rpensien 02
Cyclic ]late of Piro 01
Tracers 08
xethods of Use 06
Structural (Unit)

Oharacteristics 13 12
Uase Control 00.1 01 06
Ilectronic Devices 18
Gait 02
Others 12 06 04 07 02 05

* Loes Anti-Aircraft Unit Mentions
Projectile making no sound in flight
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TABLE C (continued)

CHARACTERISTICS USED TO IDENTIFY TARGETS (TOTAL ARMY)
(All data in percent)

Targets

Machine Anti- Unspec- Naval
Target Guns and Vehi- Tank ified Vessels Gun Em-

Characteristics Mortars cles Mines Guns Weapons Bazooka Surface placement
Number of Mentions N-326 N-30 N-48 N-38 N-30 N=9 N-4 N=5

Tactics 04 21 11
Sound *63 13 08 70 11 17
Flash 05 03 03 60
Appearance 08 37 06 08 20 33 33
Silhouette 01 08
Rate of Fire 00.6
Tracers 06 06
Method of Use 05
Structural (Unit)

Characteristics 00.3 05 22
Markers, Insignia 07
Tracks 20
Surface Indication 54
Detonation by

Passing Vehicle 31
Mine Detector 04
inference - Ter-

rain 04
Trajectory 05
Muzzle Brake 08
Velocity of Shell 08
Electronic 17
Hull Shape 33
Others 06 23 126 1_ 1_ 22 1 h40

* Lack of sound

0
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!ABLZ C3

CHARACTERISTICS USAD BY AIRBORI INYANTRY TO IDINTIFT TARGETS

T a r g e t s A n t i -

Target Xachine Xor•- Ba, Artil- Tank Land MY:-Chanaoterieto_ Personnel Gn tare spor., isr Ouns Tanks Mines planesa

Mum'hr of Times

Target Mentioned N=168 11091 1%14 N-6 Nw22 N*3 1=98 N=41-31

Uniform 40
Weapons and Equipment 20 12
Sounds 10 65 93 68 15-4Q 52

03-T
Tactics 08 05
Others 17 09 33 05 03
Tracers 10
Appearances 10 07 67 17 08 26
Color of lash 06
Trajectory 05
Velocity of shell 100
Silhouette 05 23 06
Lack of Muzsle Break 10
Markings (Panels,

Numerals, etc.) 08 16
Tracir Tracks 07
Tracks (%Sspension, etc.) 10
8ulrface Indications 25
Detonation 25
Inference from Terrain 25
Mine Detector 25

* • - •

T - Track
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TAXBL 04.

0HARAOTRI=STIOS U8[D BY ARMOR TO IDZNTIJr TART•TS

Targets

Anti- X a- r Gen.
Target Per- Tank L chine Xor- Artil- Air- 3&- VWe- Gen.

Characteristics sonnal Tanks G uns Minos Guns tarsl lryo planes took&a pone %i:iclos

uNmder of Times
Target Mentioned 11-118 1•-121 NJ-29 Nr-32 11-47 1-14 1-25 N-21 Nf-4 I1-10 N-3

Uniform 34
Tactics - Tactical

hployment 20 03 28 09 14 25
Weapons and Iquip-

Teait 1a 12

Movement 12
Sounds 07 10 0? 4 4 68 52 25 50 33

Gait 09
Silhouette 02 14 10
Other 02 28
Structural (Units)

Characteristics 10 03 50
Lack of Muzzle

Zrwek 10 10 08
Track Tracks 10
Inaignia (Panels,

Numerals) 06
8hape - Appearance s04 07 09 11 14 12 34 40 67
Flash 01 03 06 10
Trajectory 0 12
Surface Indicationo 59
Detonation by pre-

ceding vehicles 32
Method of use 17
Tracers 08

Track

CCC Lack of Sound
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TAM3 05

CHEAR0T3RSTICS USD BY ANTI-AIROLAYT
TO I Inf1Y TAM0]88

TARGUTS

AVTJOKATIO BUVAZ GUN
TARGZT AIRCWT!- VZAPONS & NATAL IUPLAC]-

CRA3ATUISTICS LIGHT PERSONM TARK$ XOPAi ORJYT MZT8

Number of Time
Target Mentioned 1-173 1-35 x-31 1-13 N-6 N-5

Zlectronic Devices 30
Structure and Oharac-

ter of Units 16 45 08
Shape - Appearanoe 15 03 66
Soun 13 16 54 17
Base Control 11 03 10 17
Insignia 07 10
Tactics 02 1i
Other 06 09
Uniforms 57
Silhouette 11 23
Weapons and Squip-

ment 06 03
Smoke and hlash 06 15 60
Camouflag*-ObJ ect L4O

Track 06
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TABLE D

TRAINING AIDS USED IN TEACHING TARGET IDENTIFICATION

(ALL ARMY)
ALL DATA IN PER CENT

TARGETS

UNSPEC-
MACHINE IFIED ALL

TRAIN- PERSONNEL TANKS PLANES GUN MORTARS WEAPONS TARGETS
ING% of % of % of % f % of % of % of
AID mi s Mont-ons ons ions Mentions Mentions

OFF EM OFF EM OFF EM OFF EM OFF EM OFF EM OFF EM

CHARTS 63 28 43 50 28 37 100 38 ho

MOTION
PICTURES 00 36 22 17 13 17 13 18

FLASH 00 00 11 03 21 11 15 06

SLIDES 09 00 14 14 18 20 16 15

MODELS 03 00 05 09 14 09 10 08

SIMULA-TORS 09 04 04 01 03 04 04 03

OTHERS 16 32 02 1 07 02 100 100 05 10
MNo of IN N-519
Mentions N-32 N-25 N-56 -70 N=1II N=I1f N=0N N-2 2N-0 -2- N-199 N-200
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TXTLZ Dl

TRAINING AIDS USED IN INFANTRY UNITS
(n7r MNoY DATA ONLY-NUMM O MENTIONS)

____TARGETS

INFASTRY UWSOI7IRD TOTAL NUMX]Z
P]•SO•ZL_ TANKS PLANES WiAPO8 07 MITIONS

TRAINING AID OFF. E4 077. Z4 077. 34 077. Z3 OFF. 1M

CHANTS 6 3 7 4 5 1 10 16

SLIMS 2 1 2 1

FLAW 1 1 2 4 3 5

MODELS 3 2 3 2 6

MOTION PIOTUKtS 4 6 4 6 6 14

SIMULATORS 0 0

OnuMS 3 1 4 7 1

N 11 7 7 17 12 18 0 1 30 43

TAJI D2

TRAINING AIDS UD IN ARILLERY UNITS
(mqpnoY DATA ONLY-NUXNR 07 MENTIONS)

TARGETS

AS ILLI]R TOTAL NUKn!P]•E]•lm TAliK8 Lf OF •IW
TRAINING AID 07J. mu 07. 34 077. 34 0o7. RM

RAMS 1 5 1 6 4 12 5
SlIlm8 1 6 9 16 0
7�A 1 4 5 0
MODELS 1 3 1 4 1
MOTION PIOTU]Z8 5 1 15 0 1
SIMULATORS 1 0 1

OTHR 2 2 0

N 4 18 27 5 49 8
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TABLE D3

TRINING AIDS USED IN AIRBORU UNITS

(IUMtINY DATA ONLY-NUMMZ 07 MIRIONS)

TAR=2

AIRBOD! MLOHIn TOTAL NUM3iR
Gms X t ORARB 07 MENT IONS

22AINING AID 077. IN 077. EX 077. 3 017. 34 077. IX 077. 34

0OEM's 11. 4 8 8 9 11 28 23

BLIDmS 2 2 2 2 4

rILAM 4 4 0

MODELS 1 1 4 1 6 1

MOTION PIOTUIDS 5 2 2 0 9

SIMULATORS 3 2 3 3 8 3

OTEIRS 5 2 2 0 9

N 15 14 11 12 22 19 2 2 48 49

TABLE D4

TRAINING AIDS USED IN ARMOR UNITS
T1•Cu•CY DATA ONLY

_________TARGETS _____

APOR TOTAL NTMBER
F••]ZI, TAK 1g 07 M•T IONS

TRAINING AID 077. 3K 077. 3M 077. 34 077. ' M

OHARS 2 8 17 10 10 27

SLIDES 2 3 3 7 5 10

MODELS 1 1 1 1 2 2

MOTION PIOTUUES 1 5 7 1 12

O 7LsH 2 1 3 2 5 3

SIMLATORS 1 1 0 2

OTEIS 3 1 3 2 1 8

N 21 4 15 30 7 30 24 6
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TRAINING AIDS `UAD IN ANfl-AIRORAPT POR TZACHING TARGRT ID31iTIMIATION

____________TAPGIT S
XiT I-AIRORAFT TOTAL NEIEZE

P!RS0N112 TA39KO PLAIMB or-01
TRAINING AID 017. V) 077. 3)1 0FF. 2)4 0FF. 3M

OHm S 3 2 12 7 1.5 9

SLIDES 3 6 j.2 6 15

FLASH 2 10 i 2 5

XOm LS 2 6 36 5

MOTION PICT`URES 9 19 1

SIMULATOR$

OTMflS 11

I N___ ___ 5 843.1 28 148 36
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TABE• 2

TARGET RZEOGNITION TRAINING DURING VARIOUS STAGZS OF TRAINING
(TOTAL ARMY)

(All data in percent)

Phase of Training
Targets
Studied Officer Spealal- ship-

Baic Trainine Advanoed ,ised Unit Overseas boardorr• Im W orrlF o• __ Iorrix ! o___-• o _

No tins Nis_7 -n98 Nn-6 -O 11=10 N,15 ,,35 1=39 11.32 N=28 N12 N=o10 I5 I= =8

Personnel 17 15 06 0 0 20 26 15 25 03 6o 0

Machine
Guns 01 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 07

Mortars 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 02.5 0 0

Artillery 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 02.5 0 0

Anti-Tank
Guns 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 02.5 0 0

Tanks 31 37 31 0 40 47 20 31 15 40 33 70 0 50

Land Mines 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 02.5 0 0

Planes 46 48 63 0 60 13 49 44 35 50 67 30 40 50

UVnspeoified
Weapons 0 0 0 0 0 20 03 0 2 5  0 0 0 0 0

00
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TAML21

TARGIT UOOGNITION DURING VARIOUS STADUS or I17ATRY TRAINING
(Jreqaency data only - No. of Mentions)

Phase of Training

OFFICER SMIAL- 0111- SHIP-TAR= MASIQ TRAINING ADVAN=Z IZZD UNIT 8am 30AND.

Infantry________ 0 77 DC 017 I X 037 IN 07 7 EX 077 ZC 077 DC~IflantrY -F -D -F - -OF -F'• OFD F -FF

Personnel 1 5 - -- - 3 6 3 -- - --

Machine s 1 -.......

Mortars 1 --. . .

Artillery 1 -- - .....

Ant i-Tank Guns 1 -. . .. .. .. .. ... . . .. .

Tanks 511 2-- 1 3 2 3 3 ---- .

Planes 4 15 2- 4 - 3 5- 3 ----- 1

Gen. Veapons -. . . .. 3 8- - 8 . .. . . .

"" 114 31 4 0 5 9 11 11 8 6 0 0 0 1

TAXLZZ 2

TA•RZT UCOGNITION MURING VARIOUS STAGZS 07 ARTILLZRY TRAINING
(3frequency Data Only)

Phase of Trainin __

OFFICER mOIAL- OVRp- SIP-
TA ICO T NG- ~ ZZE UNIT -2" R043t

Artillery W7 SK 07 JD 017 DC 0771 D 077 07 077 li

Personnel 4 2 - - -- - 6 0 -.--

Tanks 6 5 2 -- 0 1 5 0 1 3--..

Planes 10 3 2 -- 4 0 5 0- 3 0 --

2010 l 0 0 0 1 116 0 L 3 0 c

?1.
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TABLE 13

TARGIT RIGOGNITION TRAINING DURING VARIOUS STAGES 07 AIR-BORNZ TRAINING
(Crequency data only)

Phase of Training

OFFICEP SPJOIAL- OVER- SHIP-TRTJ0• 81 TRA•NG, ;A]Tm CZ UIT ranA•_ •0
Air•borne 077 Du 077 Ru 077 zu 077 D( OF BM 077 Z0 K 07 IN

Personnel 3 5 . . . . 3 3 . . . . . .

Tanks 5 8 - - I I - 6 - 3 2 3 - -

Planes 8 18 1 - 2 1 2 8 - - 3 3 - -

Machine . 1 0 - 2 . . . .

Mortars . . . . . . . 0 - 2 . . . .

Artillery . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . .

Anti-Tank . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . .

General Weapons . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . .

1 16 31 1 0 3 2 7 20 0 5 05 0

TARTL 34

TARI•T RZOOGNITION TRAINING DURING VARIOUS STAGES 07 AIMOR TRAINING
(Frequency Data only)

Phase of Training

OFFICER SPZCIAL- OVER- SHIP-
TAMTI L__ TRA NTNG AD!A I UJIT __A8 OARD
Armor 077 R1 077 Ru 077 _ 07 R 0077 EM 777O k 077 RM

Personnel 4 3 1 . . . . . 2 1 - 3 -

lank, 5 6 - - 4 2 - 2 -

Planes 5 3 2 - - - 6 14 1 2 2 3

Land Xines .- -. .. .

N •14 12 3 0 2 1 10 7 3 5 0 0 5 7
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TABLI 35

TARGET 00OGNITION TRAINING DURING
VARIOUS STAGIS Of ANTI-AIRORhJT MAINING

(Frequsncy Nata only)

Phase of Training

OFFICER SPCIAL- OVIR- SHIP.-
TARGET BASIC TRAINING ADYAJCIM IZJD UNIT Sm* WAND1

Anti£-Aircraft 0?77 Im 077 sI 077 xI 0771 xC 077 DI 077 Ex 077 3M

Tanks 1 6 2 - - 2 1 - - 3 1 1

Planes 6 8 3 - - 12 - 5 9 2 -

7 14 4 o o 3 3 0 5 12 3 1 0 0
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TABLI 7

INIT MMWKS, SUGGISTIONS ?O TMINING
(PIROZNT OF XorxTos BY I9rxuRVINUs)

I U NITANUTI -

2IW ASTTY W•NITT AII-D0.NX h3•3OR AIRORAFT TOTAL
MOTIVATIOMAL *1-12 IT37 N-13 IN-4 1-13 N-BF 1-13 N-1 N-2 !Ni. 1-53 N6

SU3ZTIONS Of f DC Off I C Off DC Off I E Of f DI Off IN

Simulate Battle
toerieaoo 83 68 62 50 69 63 46 66 - 60 62 65

Stresso mportance 08 03 16 - 8 - 54 26 50 - 62 65
briperienced.

Instructors - z2 08 - - - - - - - 02 12
Others 08 08 16 50 23 38 - 06 50 40 13 16

VISUAL Off IN Of I O 3 Off IC Off I OC f O A
SUGGESTIONS 5-79 N-128 1.79 N-23 11-87 N-68 N-61 N-33 D-52 N-45 1-358 N-297

Realistic nlns 22 16 18 31 15 22 02 36 23 13 16 21
Slides - 02 09 04 - - - - 06 16 03 04
Renshaw "ytea - 01 - - - - 05 - 12 - 02 00.3
Silhouettes - - - - - - - - - 04 - 00.7
Models 08 02 09 22 08 03 10 09 15 18 10 07

ITEMS AND
EQUIMNT

DD-eonstrate 26 25 10 - 18 01 12 09 23 16 18 14
Operate 04 12 20 - 07 30 - - - - 06 12

Field Training 05 16 05 26 22 12 26 18 12 20 14 16
Sound Recognition 15 06 16 - 14 09 15 12 04 02 13 06
Canouflage 05 0? 02 - - 02 05 - - 02 02 04
Night•Traini•g 04 02 - - 02 - 05 - - - 02 00.7
Terrain - 02 05 - - 02 05 - - 02 02 02

n•:my7 Tactics - 01 02 - - 06 .- - 01 02
Others 13 08 05 18 14 15 16 15 04 07 11 11

* "N" - number of mentions.
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TABLZ G

TMOAT 07 CO)•.AT 001IZrCu OF 34 INT3RVIIWVD
(All data in er cent)

UNIT

zrry AM= ,ARXLU~MY ,AIRMAN ,M0• 'TOTAL
1p-31 N-46 N-18 N-31 N-26 N-11 N-19 4-21 ,.6 N,-38 =123 -5

lorea (only) 26 50 72 39 04 36 05 34 19 - 23 30

World War II
(only) Pacific 16 02 - 06 04 09 42 34 15 10 14 10

Zuropean 35 11 - 26 42 - 53 14 35 63 34 26

World War 1I and
Korea - Pacific
and lorea 10 18 06 06 19 36 - 04 08 05 09 11

huropean and
Korea 13 19 22 23 31 18 - 14 23 22 18 19

¶Unident ifiedI 02 05

Three officers and eight enlisted men's records were not identified as to area.
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TABUJ H

MUR 07 1 I IrMYVIM3 D 120M DI77XMW UNITS

!!P2 07 MIIT 07I7 ZS fi .I m M TOTAL

Inf1t^r+5 32 50 82

Airborne Infantry 27 4+0 67

Armor 18 31 49

7ield Artillery 28 12 40

Anti-Aircraft 18 22 40

TOTALS 123 155 278
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TAMLA I

COMPOSITION 07 SAMPLI BY DUTIMS P30O3M3D, AND BY WNIT

UNIT

A/B AITI-

N.of69,3 3= 10 q ,,027 N-=39 N-18 1 =21 V=27 I-13 In'=1 53

Platoon Leader 12 - 20 - 15 - 6 - - - 53 -

Unit C.O. 4 - 3 - 5 - 9 - 6 - 27 -

Army Aviator - - - - - - 9 - 9 -

7orward Observer - - 1 - - - - 6 2 7 2

Reton. Leader, Seoul - 1 2 1 1 - - - - - 3 2

Platoon Sergeant - 9 - 11 1 14 - 6 - 3 1 43

Tank Oo-mM-er - 8 - - - - - - - - - 8

Tank Driver - 5 - - 1 - 1 - - - 8

Squad Leader - 2 1 10 - 6 - 1 - - 1 19

Rifleman - - - 14 1 7 - - - - 1 21

Gunner - - 1 - - - - 8 - - - 9

Machine . mner - - 1 2 - 7 - - - - 1 9

Survey Ohief - - - - - - - - - 2 - 2

Mortarman - - - 4 - 1 - - - - - 5

Bazooka Xan - - - 3 - 1 - - - - - 4

Radio Operator - - - - - - - 2 1 - - 3

Other 3 4 2 4 4 2 3 3 6 5 18 18

UFIMTIFIIM

Total Officer 19 - 30 - 27 - 18 - 27 - 123*

Total Iblieted Men - 30 - 50 - 39 - 21 - 13 - 155?
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COMBAT RECOGNITION REQUIREMENTS, by Raymond A. 
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others.   15 Apr 52 (Human Eng Rpt SDC 383 -6-1). 

. (Contract N7onr-38306) 

DIV:  Personnel & Training (23) 
SEC: Military Training & 

Indoctrination (5) 

SUBJECT HEADINGS 
Training,, Military 
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. aspects 

(Copies obtainable from ASTIA-DSC) 
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